Loading Dock Equipment
With over 25 years of experience manufacturing quality loading dock equipment, Pentalift is your single-source supplier for loading
dock levelers, dock lifts, dock seals & shelters, vehicle restraints, and much more.

Engineered for Safety

Pentalift Equipment Corporation
Pentalift is able to meet all of your needs with a wide variety of dock levelers, vehicle restraints, dock seals and shelters and
other integrated loading dock safety products. Engineering excellence, manufacturing quality, and built-in safety features
make Pentalift the smart choice.

Hydraulic dock levelers

Pentalift hydraulic dock levelers provide superior value through prolonged, trouble-free performance. They are designed to
provide the highest level of safety through automatic push button operation. The Pentalogic hydraulic manifold revolutionized
hydraulic control circuitry by eliminating multiple valve assemblies, which can cause on-site adjustments, oil leaks, and
hydraulic component failure. Pentalift dock levelers are designed to provide reliability, safety and performance. Use the
following link to go to the dock leveler page on the internet. www.pentalift.com/dock-levelers.htm

Pentalift Hydraulic Dock Levelers

Pentalift Roll-Off Stop Lip Design

Mechanical dock levelers

Pentalift Mechanical Dock Levelers

Pentalift mechanical dock levelers are designed to meet the needs of today’s
loading docks. They are semi-automatic and require no manual lifting. A simple
pull chain, positioned at the rear of the deck, engages and releases the dock.
The patented easy float hold down and posilock lip operator make this the safest
mechanical leveler available. The easy float brake band lets the deck assembly
float with the trailer while in use. Use the following link to go to the dock leveler
page on the internet. www.pentalift.com/dock-levelers.htm

Vertical storing dock levelers
Pentalift offers hydraulically operated vertical storing dock levelers when
safety, cleanliness, security, and energy savings are required in one design.
This style of leveler is ideally suited for cold storage, food processing and
pharmaceutical operations. Featuring a powered up and down hydraulic system
which stores in a safe, over centered position. Use the following link to go to
the dock leveler page on the internet. www.pentalift.com/dock-levelers.htm
Pentalift Vertical Storing Dock Levelers

Vehicle restraint systems
Pentalift offers a wide range of mechanical and automatic vehicle restraint systems designed to improve safety and prevent
accidents at the loading docks. The cost of an industrial accident at the loading dock can easily exceed $1,000,000 and
result in increased insurance cost. A range of models allow you to select the proper solution for your application. All models
have light and sign systems available to improve the communication between the dock attendant and the driver. All safety
conscious facilities should incorporate vehicle restraints. Use the following link to go to the vehicle restraint page on the
internet. www.pentalift.com/vehicle-restraints.htm

RVR32 Vehicle Restraint System

HFR32 Vehicle Restraint System

LPR35 Vehicle Restraint System

UHR40 Hydraulic Vehicle Restraints

Dock seals and shelters
Pentalift manufacturers a complete range of foam and air inflatable dock seals as well as rigid, flexible and air inflatable
dock shelters. All products are designed to improve safety, protect merchandise, reduce energy cost and improve security
at the loading dock. The wide range of fabric materials, configurations and options allow you to build the best solution for
your application. Use the following link to go to the dock seal and shelter page on the internet. www.pentalift.com/dockseals-dock-shelters.htm

PS-100 Dock Seal

PS-200 Dock Seal

PS-400 Dock Shelter

Dock lifts

Dock lifts are an excellent means of simplifying loading functions and creating safer working conditions where loading
docks don’t exist or in conjunction with dock levelers to provide greater flexibility for a busy loading dock. Pentalift pitmounted and low-profile surface mounted dock lifts provide an increased service range eliminating the potential for unsafe
loading operations due to severe height differences between ground level and the truck’s trailer bed. Safer and more efficient
than loading by ramp or by hand. Use the following link to go to the dock lift page on the internet. www.pentalift.com/
elevating-docks.htm

HED Series Pit Mounted Dock Lift

LPE Series Surface Mounted Dock Lift

Other loading dock equipment
Pentalift also provides a wide variety of other equipment to create an efficient, secure
and safe loading dock environment including truck levelers, safety barriers, wheel
chocks, dock lights and dock bumpers making Pentalift your ideal single-source
loading dock supplier with solutions to improve safety at your loading docks.

Pentalift Truck Levelers

"Our Primary Goal is to engineer and build the best products to ensure the ultimate in user safety and product reliability"

Paul Pedersen
President
Pentalift Equipment Corporation
Individual Product Catalogs are available and can also be found on our website.
Pentalift also manufactures a complete line of Lift Tables for your in plant material handling needs.
Note: Some photos may reflect products with optional features. All Pentalift Equipment Corporation products are subject to
design improvement through modification without notice.
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